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Abstract

Excessive water production is a common issue in the oil industry. It results in oil reduction, increased handling and intervention costs and is very difficult to control and reduce. Knowing the source of the excessive water can assist in applying water reduction methods or taking early action to shut in the well and save long term costs.

Diagnostic plots employ production data to identify various elements such as reservoir behavior and well performance and issues. One of these diagnostic plots is used for early screening of water production problems by use of water-oil ratio (WOR) and water-oil ratio derivative (WOR’) to diagnose the issue as either channeling/fracture or coning/cusping phenomena. These plots are best used before applying any costly diagnostic methods such as Production Logging Tools (PLTs).

Early studies have shown that the diagnostic plots can be applied to vertical and horizontal wells with great success. Such success was proven both numerically and through actual historical data. Effectiveness of these diagnostic plots with deviated wells has not been investigated before.

In this study, a 3D numerical model was used to simulate deviated wells in channeling and coning/cusping environments. Results were plotted as WOR and WOR’ vs. time in log-log plots which showed some variations but adhering to the trends for channeling and coning/cusping previously observed in vertical and horizontal wells. Results were validated using actual historical data from field data.

In addition, wellbore sensitivities were simulated to show the applicability of WOR and WOR’ diagnostic plots in varying wellbore geometries such as: wellbore internal diameter and well lateral length.